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Context

➢I am currently studying a BA in Primary

Education with recommended QTS.

➢I am in my 2nd year at Bishop Grosseteste

University in Lincoln and have a deep passion for

developing children's love for reading in and

outside of education.



OU research inspiration 

and rationale

The TaRs research (Cremin et al., 2009) identified the importance 

of teacher’s knowledge of children’s literature in supporting 

children’s reading for pleasure. In particular I focused on how 

increasing their knowledge of children’s literature could allow 

teachers to:



Aims

1.To develop my understanding of the teachers’

knowledge of children's literature within the school

2.To respond to the lack of interest a variety of pupils

have for reading based on research

3.To develop my knowledge on the amount of

reading taken place within the class by the teacher

and the pupils



Outline

➢Continuous conversation with teachers regarding their 

personal reading experiences

➢Book swapping for both teachers and pupils

➢ Informal conversations with pupils regarding their 

opinion on reading and literature they read

➢Classroom discussions about reading 

➢Book buddies where children read together

➢Reading logs with pupils to record when they read at 

home and within school

➢ Incorporating a children’s book within lessons 

The actions taken included:



The pupil's attitudes and feelings towards reading within school and at home

were beginning to change

Pupils stated they learned to read more based on what others were reading

Increased reading at home was recorded in reading logs

Exposing the pupils and teachers to new literature and encouraging

conversations provided opportunities to reflect on what they enjoyed about

reading and consider new texts

I observed conversations occurring within the staff room concerning the

different books teachers read for pleasure and whether they would like to

swap

The book buddy system encouraged pupils to discuss what they were

reading, what they read at home and their favourite books

Impact



Sales on world book day increased from last year, particularly from my class

Pupils were becoming more involved with library time

Increased discussion between pupils about the different books and what they
read at home

I prefer reading to maths now 

because I now know about the 

books other pupils read and the 

teachers. I did not know they read 

books like that

You can see how from that 

discussion they are beginning to 

learn about different authors and 

what books they have at home

Year 2 pupil

SBM discussion



Reflections the impact the TaRs

research had on practice

Going forward I will:

➢Continue to develop my knowledge of children's

literature

➢Demonstrate and make the class aware of my love

for reading and what I enjoy reading and why

➢Read a variety of literature within future classes

➢Ensure to encourage reading discussions


